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New Zealand Certificate
in Manufacturing
with a productivity
improvement strand

3 Credits 60
months

Teamwork is crucial for developing and maintaining
highly productive teams. Providing opportunities for
people to work together to implement and improve
workplace environments encourage collaboration,
cooperation and engagement.
This programme supports your business by:
›

Training people to understand Health and Safety
risk assessment in their role

›

Reducing waste along your supply chain

›

Capitalising on opportunities through improved
problem solving and decision making solutions

›

Creating an improvement mindset and culture

›

Using 5S to improve the work environment

›

Build competency in processes and operating
machinery.

At your place
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LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT
SPECIALISTS

MANUFACTURING
SKILLS FOR TEAMS

PRINCIPLES OF PRODUCTIVITY
AND IMPROVEMENT

Building on the foundations of manufacturing
this programme will draw on the skills and
knowledge of your teams as well as introduce
new learning to establish a team approach to
creating an improvement culture.

DELIVERY
Appreciating many people learn by ‘doing’ our delivery style supports learners at every
level. Using a combination of short training
room sessions and on-the-job coaching, BMINZ
quickly converts learning to practical application
with realistic, interactive and highly visual
training sessions.
Here’s how we do it:

Binoculars

Problem solving and root
cause analysis

Plus-hexagon
Tasks
Check-square
Wrench
Brain

Applying 5s
Understanding quality
Health and Safety with a
focus on risk assessment
Develop competency in
manufacturing operations
Create an improvement
mindset.

IDENTIFY

Selecting areas that would benefit
from improvement

ENTRY CRITERIA

EVALUATE OPPORTUNITIES
Using tools and techniques to
assess the impact of change

EXECUTE OPPORTUNITIES

Implementing strategies to
improve performance

SUSTAIN IMPROVEMENT
Activating plans to
maintain performance

bminz.co.nz

To be eligible to enrol in this
programme you must meet the
following entry criteria:
›

Be aged over 16 years old.

›

Be a Citizen or Resident of Australia
or New Zealand.

›

Open entry. There may be
availability to train through
your ITO (Industry Training
Organisation). BMINZ will work
with you to ascertain if you are
eligible for a training subsidy
through your ITO.
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